Top 10 things to see in Sheffield

**Millennium Gallery**
*Map Ref: F4*
A landmark attraction right in the heart of the city. As well as hosting some of the finest touring exhibitions in the country, the gallery is home to Sheffield’s unique collection of metalwork which combines the city’s heritage of craftsmanship with today’s contemporary art.

**Winter Garden & Tudor Square**
*Map Ref: F4*
The iconic Winter Garden, one of Europe’s largest temperate glass-houses opens onto one of the most popular public spaces. Home to the largest theatre complex outside of London, Sheffield’s Tudor Square is the location for the famous Crucible and Lyceum Theatres. The Crucible Theatre is famous throughout the world as the home of the World Snooker Championships and is the principal producing theatre in the complex. The Lyceum Theatre was originally opened in 1897 and welcomes some of the UK’s best touring productions.

**Graves Gallery**
*Map Ref: F4*
This 1930s gallery features visual art from the 17th to the 21st Century across many mediums. Works by Gauguin, Matisse and Picasso are cleverly displayed alongside exciting pieces from local art heroes.

**Sheffield Cathedral – Church of St. Peter & St. Paul**
*Map Ref: F3*
This is one of Sheffield’s oldest buildings. There has been a building of worship on the same site for more than 1000 years and has watched Sheffield grow and develop through the centuries. The building tells stories of great men and women, of wars, of industry and commerce, and of people who have lived in the city.

**City Hall**
*Map Ref: E4*
Opened in 1932, this premier entertainment venue has been host to some of the most famous names in entertainment, from pop music concerts to philharmonic orchestras. The art-deco ballroom is now fully restored and the original organ in the Memorial Hall is the only example of its kind in the world.

**The Peak District**
*Map Ref: City Region Map*
Sheffield is the only city in the UK to have a national park within its boundary. The Peak District National Park is the second most visited park in the world – second only to Mount Fuji. English villages with traditional pubs, historic houses and castles, wide open spaces, gentle strolls or adventure sports are all only minutes away from the city centre.

**Botanical Gardens**
*Map Ref: City Region Map*
The 19 acre garden was originally designed by Robert Marnock in the Gardenesque style and opened in 1836. Fully restored, the garden now has 15 different areas including collections of plants from around the world. The National Collections of Weigela, Dierdra and Sarcococca are sited here.

**Chatsworth House**
*Map Ref: City Region Map*
Known as the ‘Palace of the Peak’, Chatsworth is the lavish home of the Devonshire, family – direct relations of Queen Elizabeth II. One of Britain’s grandest country houses, you can explore the magnificent rooms with their priceless furnishings, grand paintings and antiques. The gardens are equally famous for their impressive water features.

**Meadowhall**
*Map Ref: City Region Map*
No visit to Sheffield would be complete without a visit to Meadowhall, with 278 shops and restaurants under one roof. High street fashion stores are in abundance, along with designer labels and quirky gift and souvenir shops. Along with restaurants to suit all tastes, a Champagne bar and a multi-screen cinema, Meadowhall offers something for everyone.

**Kelham Island Industrial Museum**
*Map Ref: E1*
The showcase of Sheffield’s industrial story, from early industrialisation to modern times where “Made in Sheffield remains a mark of quality known worldwide. The River Don engine, the most powerful working steam engine in Europe, steams at its full 12,000 hp of power each day.

www.welcometosheffield.co.uk/visit

Sheffield Tourist Information Centre
Tel: +44 (0)114 221 1900
Email: visitor@welcometosheffield.co.uk

Open Monday to Friday, 10am to 5pm. Saturday, 10am to 4pm
Closed on Sundays and Bank Holidays
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